3rd March 2019
LATENESS TO CLASS
Dear Parents,
I am writing to share with you a newly introduced punctuality policy for Latifa Secondary School. This
has been introduced in response to a sharp increase in the number of students arriving late to lessons,
which is a cause of great concern.
Students who arrive late to lessons miss valuable learning time themselves and disrupt the learning of
others by their late arrival. Good punctuality is also an important social skill, which we wish all students
to develop.
The new policy was discussed with students last month, and tested for a trial period to ensure that all
students and staff understand it fully.
Details of the new late-to-lesson policy:

•

A student who arrives to class more than 5 minutes after the bell will be marked late by their subject
teacher.

•

Students who are marked late to class more than twice within a week will join the regular 20 minute
after school detention on the following Sunday.

•

Students who are marked late to class more than five times within a week will be detained after
school for 60 minutes on the following Sunday.

•

Any student who is due for one of the above detentions and also arrives late to school on Sunday
morning, will have the 20-minute late-to-school detention added to her late-to-lesson detention, and
so will serve either 40 or 60 minutes in detention on that Sunday.

We hope that this consistent follow-up on lateness will encourage all students to arrive to lessons on
time and capitalize on their learning time. Wherever possible, parents will be informed by sms if their
daughter will be detained after school, so that appropriate collection plans can be made.
Thank you for your support of this policy by encouraging your daughter to be punctual and discussing
with her the impact of poor punctuality on her learning, and that of others.
Yours sincerely,

MS. DEBRA FORSYTH
Headteacher
CSB/Att&Pun/4.






